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ABSTRACT
Modern data centers are composed of heterogeneous servers with
different architectures, processor counts, number of cores and speed.
They also exhibit variability in memory speed and size, storage
type and size and network connectivity. In addition, the servers
are multi-tenant, often hosting latency sensitive applications in
addition to the traditional batch processing applications. To provide
bounded and predictable latencies, it is necessary for the cloud
providers to understand the performance interplay among the cohosted applications. To that end, we present our integrated and
extensible framework called INDICES for users to conduct a variety
of performance benchmarking experiments on multi-tenant servers.
The framework also performs centralized data collection for a range
of resource usage and application performance statistics in order
to model the performance interference and estimate the execution
times for the cloud hosted applications.
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INTRODUCTION

Cloud infrastructure providers must have an up to date understanding of the usage of their cloud resources so that they can
effectively manage their cloud platforms while supporting multitenancy. At the same time, timely and scalable access to various
resource usage statistics is critical to service providers, who host
their services in the cloud. This is required in order to ensure that
their applications provide the required quality of service to their customers through elastic and on demand auto-scaling while minimizing service-hosting costs. Thus, these providers must understand
how their services will perform under a variety of multi-tenancy
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scenarios and workload patterns. Conducting such benchmarking
experiments and obtaining the desired resource statistics to pinpoint the sources of problems, such as the level of performance
interference, is a hard problem.
Statistics collection in the cloud is a hard problem for a variety
of reasons including multi-tenancy, heterogeneity in hardware and
operating systems, and availability of hardware-specific, low-level
statistics collection tools all of which make it extremely complex for
providers to use existing capabilities and extend them as hardware
changes and the statistics collection needs change. These challenges
are further amplified as cloud platforms increasingly span fog and
edge resources. Thus, a framework that is extensible and provides
a higher level of abstraction to make it easy to use is needed.
Although, data collection tools such as collectd [5] and benchmarking frameworks such as CloudSuite [4], PARSEC [1] and
YCSB [2] are designed to benchmark cloud applications and collect
metrics, they do not focus on modeling performance interference
on multi-tenant heterogeneous servers. On the other hand, a benchmark like iBench [3] tries to quantify the data-center performance
interference, but they provide only some of the building blocks,
thereby making the users responsible to develop and integrate the
capabilities and deal with the complexities of low level details.
To overcome these challenges, this tutorial presents a framework
called INDICES (INtelligent Deployment for ubIquitous Cloud and
Edge Services) [6], which builds on collectd and provides an integrated and extensible framework for users to conduct a variety of
performance benchmarking experiments and collect a range of resource usage and application performance statistics. Thus, INDICES
enables the performance modeling of cloud-hosted applications on
heterogeneous multi-tenant servers.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents
the framework description; Section 3 describes the tutorial organization; and finally Section 4 presents concluding remarks.
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FRAMEWORK DESCRIPTION

The INDICES framework consists of multiple components. The
primary component is the data collection framework, which is built
using the collectd [5] monitoring tool which has a plugin-based
extensible architecture. We developed plugins to collect microarchitectural metrics, which are necessary for accurate performance
interference modeling. In addition, the framework also collects virtual machine (VM) or Docker container-specific metrics. The standalone metric collection framework was integrated with InfluxDB
time-series database such that centralized data collection can be

performed and aggregated. Figure 1 depicts the data collection
architecture.
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Using INDICES framework, one can quickly observe performance characteristics of applications deployed under various computing environments with heterogeneous resources. Moreover,
using the INDICES framework one can test the target applications’
performance interference avoidance strategies which are inherent
factors resulting in poor application performance in multi-tenant
distributed systems. By using a concrete example from the PARSECbased benchmarking tool to observe performance interference effects in distributed systems, the audience will discover the ease of
use, detailed system metrics logging and visualization benefits from
using the INDICES framework in a practical and research problem.
Upon completing this tutorial, attendees will be able to:
• Recognize the inherent and accidental complexities involved in designing and developing applications for distributed
systems.
• Gain knowledge as to how the INDICES framework can help
alleviate application interference issues by better designing
applications to be tolerant to such system behavior.
• Acquire hands-on knowledge on how to use the INDICES
framework for benchmarking and monitoring application
performance interference and other system characteristics.

Figure 1: INDICES Data Collection Architecture
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The other key component of the framework is the benchmarking
component. This consists of a number of latency-sensitive clientserver target applications. In addition, there are other workload
applications that are used to cause performance interference on
the target applications. The final component is the performance
modeling component. Using the collected metrics, it helps in developing the application sensitivity and pressure as described in our
prior work [6].
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TUTORIAL ORGANIZATION

The tutorial has been divided into two sections. First we introduce
the INDICES framework and explain the design details. This session
includes the following:
• Motivation of the subject by highlighting the importance
of resource monitoring in distributed and cloud systems
alluding to the complexities in monitoring of system performance.
• Highlighting the causes of application performance interference and its relevance in the cloud, fog and edge computing
realm.
• Introduction to the design of the INDICES framework and
its underlying technologies.
• Short demo of INDICES used in application performance
benchmarking.
In the second half, the audience will perform hands-on activities
that include:
• INDICES Benchmarking-I: Configuration & Setup
• INDICES Benchmarking-II. Execution and deployment of
the framework for benchmarking and monitoring of a target
application under various collocated benchmarking applications (e.g: PARSEC, STREAM)
• Discussions about the results.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper described an extensible benchmarking, and metrics
collection and analysis framework called INDICES, which is useful
in determining performance interference in cloud data centers and
fog/edge environments alike. In turn these metrics can serve to
make effective dynamic resource management decisions in the
cloud. The source code for the INDICES framework is available at:
https://github.com/doc-vu/indices.
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